Chronic sarcoid synovitis in the Caucasian: an arthroscopic and histological study
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Summary Chronic synovitis is a rare complication of sarcoidosis, virtually confined to the black population. Synovial histology may be nonspecific or show typical sarcoid granulomata. We report 2 cases of chronic sarcoid synovitis in Caucasians. Histology showed typical granulomata in one patient, whose distinctive arthroscopic appearance is discussed.

Case reports

Case 1

A 35-year-old Caucasian male developed uveitis of his left eye in 1975 which responded slowly but effectively to local treatment. Hilar lymphadenopathy was noted on a routine chest x-ray, and a diagnosis of sarcoidosis was made, confirmed by a negative Mantoux (1/100) and a positive Kveim test. There was no history of erythema nodosum.

In 1976 he developed a persistent synovitis of both knees, ankles, and his right elbow, with recurrent effusions and the development of 15° flexion deformity of the elbow. Anti-inflammatory drugs and local corticosteroid injections controlled the synovitis until 1978, when again large effusions of his knees developed. Arthroscopy of the right knee showed a proliferative synovitis with numerous small villi. There was no crystal deposition and the cartilage appeared normal.

Synovial biopsy showed thickening of the lining membrane up to 3 cells wide, and increased vascularity of the underlying stroma with some lymphocytic infiltration. Serial sections failed to reveal any sarcoid granulomata. Investigations: Haemoglobin 15.1 g/dl; leucocytes 5.1 x 10^9/l; ESR 7 mm/h; urea and electrolytes, liver function tests, calcium, phosphate, alkaline phosphatase, uric acid, and urinary calcium excretion all normal. RA latex and antinuclear antibodies tests negative and immunoglobulins normal. Chest radiograph showed bilateral hilar lymphadenopathy, with enlargement of the right paratracheal glands and increased linear shadowing of the perihilar region.

A repeat arthroscopy in 1979 showed no progression, but there was persistence of the proliferative synovitis, and a biopsy showed similar changes to those seen in 1978.

Case 2

A 43-year-old Caucasian works foreman of pure Welsh descent presented in April 1977 with a 3-month history of painless, bluish-red nodules on the upper back and arms. He gave a history of recurrent soreness and redness of the eyes, but was otherwise well. Examination showed discrete, dusky-red nodules on the arms and trunk, and small conjunctival nodules.

Investigations: Plasma viscosity 1.84 (normal 1.5–1.72); blood count, urine, and serum calcium normal; Heaf test negative, Kveim test positive. X-rays of his hands showed symmetrical erosions in the margins of the hamates and bases of the 5th metacarpals. Skin biopsy of a nodule showed numerous epithelioid granulomata with Langhans type giant cells.

During the succeeding 6 months he became generally unwell with recurrent sore eyes, and was started on prednisolone 5 mg 4 times daily with marked improvement. The dose was gradually reduced, and was discontinued in August 1978. In September he noticed numerous new lesions on the arms, and trunk, and a large fluctuant swelling behind both knees. An arthrogram of the right knee
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confirmed a large popliteal cyst. The RA latex test was negative. Both the skin lesions and the popliteal cysts showed clinical regression after restarting prednisolone 5 mg 4 times daily. Since then attempts at stopping the prednisolone have resulted in recurrence of the knee swelling and cutaneous lesions, and he was referred to Bath for arthroscopy in July 1979.

At arthroscopy the right knee showed hypertrophic changes in the synovial tissue with large numbers of very thin, grass-like villi (Fig. 1). There was no crystal deposition. Synovial biopsy showed numerous sarcoid granulomata and villous proliferation with very little acute inflammation (Fig. 2).

Discussion

Sarcoidosis has a reported incidence of 0·02–0·2% of the population and is commoner in blacks (10 blacks : 1 white). A transient acute oligoarthritis (which is often a ‘periartritis’) is common in patients with erythema nodosum with a reported incidence of up to 40%. Chronic skeletal involvement in sarcoid includes bone, tendon sheath, and dactylitis, but chronic synovitis is rare, with an incidence of less than 0·2%, and is virtually confined to the black population. Such granulomata have been described in Caucasians but only in 2 individual case reports from the 1950s. Turek reported, as a rarity, a 52-year-old white man with persistent pain and swelling in the left ankle. Open biopsy showed typical granulomata involving the border of adjacent cartilage but the joint capsule was not involved. Morse described a 34-year-old white man with chronic arthritis of the left wrist. Open biopsy revealed typical sarcoid granuloma in the synovium. Despite a positive tuberculin skin test the arthritis did not respond to conventional antituberculosis treatment.

Arthroscopy is a safe and simple procedure which has been shown to be most useful in the assessment and diagnosis of patients with large joint arthritis. Arthroscopic findings have been reported once before in chronic sarcoid synovitis in 1936. Grape-like clusters of reddish tissue were thought to represent sarcoid tissue, but a punch biopsy revealed

Fig. 1  Arthroscopy showing thin grass-like villi.

Fig. 2  Synovial biopsy showing typical sarcoid granulomata.
nonspecific synovitis only. An open biopsy from the peroneal sheath showed similar tissue, and sarcoid tubercules were seen on microscopic examination. Although the appearances we have described differ from those reported by Burman and Mayer,\textsuperscript{10} the value of arthroscopy and biopsy is still shown by our patients. One patient (case 1) had a nonspecific arthroscopic and histological appearance. The other patient (case 2), however, had an unusual arthroscopic appearance of thin, gross-like villi unlike any previously recorded at arthroscopy\textsuperscript{14} and typical sarcoid granulomata on biopsy.

Further arthroscopic examinations are necessary before this unusual appearance can be considered typical of chronic sarcoid synovitis. The 2 types of chronic sarcoid arthritis, both the nonspecific and the true sarcoid granulomatous synovitis, are illustrated here and must now be accepted as a complication of this disease in the Caucasian population.
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